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I)  Tick the Correct Option: (All questions / options - 200 / 0 ) 0 Marks
1) Identify the proper noun from the given sentence.  "Khalid is my brother."

a)  Khalid b)  is c)  is, my d)  brother, Khalid

Correct Answer
Khalid
2) "Who gave you permission to enter?" Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a)  By whom given you
permission to enter?

b)  By whom you were given
permission to enter?

c)  By whom was you given the
permission to enter?

d)  By whom were you given the
permission to enter?

Correct Answer
By whom were you given the permission to enter?
3) These are sweet mangoes. The adjective in this sentence is:

a)  these b)  sweet c)  are d)  mangoes

Correct Answer
sweet
4) He jumped _____ the roof.

a)  from b)  to c)  for d)  by

Correct Answer
from
5) Correct translation of "ر� �ں �؟ � � �" is:

a)  Will the children be playing? b)  The children will be playing? c)  Will the children play? d)  Has the children be playing?

Correct Answer
Will the children be playing?

6) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
He called me sadly.

a)  sadly b)  me c)  he d)  called

Correct Answer
sadly
7) Ahmad is a wise man. The adjective in this sentence is:

a)  ahmad b)  man c)  wise d)  is, a

Correct Answer
wise
8) Aslam and Ali are best friends. _____ play together.

a)  we b)  they c)  I d)  He

Correct Answer
they
9) "Did you visit a zoo?." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) 
Was a zoo being visited by you?

b) 
Was a zoo be visited by you?

c) 
Was a zoo been visited by you?

d) 
Was a zoo visited by you?

Correct Answer
Was a zoo visited by you?

10) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
The headmaster spoke to the boys angrily.

a)  headmaster b)  spoke c)  angrily d)  boys

Correct Answer
angrily
11) These are red flowers. The adjective in this sentence is:

a)  these b)  flowers c)  red d)  are

Correct Answer
red
12) These are my pens. In this sentence 'these' is a:

a)  Demonstrative pronoun b)  Reflexive pronoun c)  Personal pronoun d)  Relative pronoun

Correct Answer
Demonstrative pronoun
13) The third form of "abuse" is:

a)  abusing b)  abuses c)  abused d)  abuse

Correct Answer
abused
14) Correct translation of "وق �ں ُ�� � �؟� � �" is:

a)  Where did you lost the box? b)  Where have you lost the box? c)  Where had you lost the box? d)  Where are you losing the box?

Correct Answer
Where have you lost the box?
15) They go to Anarkali ______ shopping.

a)  from b)  among c)  across d)  for

Correct Answer



for
16) Identify the material noun from the given sentence.  "Blood is necessary for life."

a)  blood b)  life c)  necessary d)  is

Correct Answer
blood
17) He is a lazy boy. The adjective in this sentence is:

a)  boy b)  he c)  is d)  lazy

Correct Answer
lazy
18) The students entered ____ the classroom.

a)  in b)  into c)  on d)  by

Correct Answer
into
19) Correct translation of "ا� �م �و" is:

a)  Does your work. b)  Do your work. c)  Doing your work. d)  Done your work.

Correct Answer
Do your work.
20) Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There is some milk in the cup."

a)  cup b)  milk c)  some d)  there, is

Correct Answer
some
21) He is sick, ______ he cannot attend the school.

a)  but b)  therefore c)  as d)  while

Correct Answer
therefore
22) "I must congratulate him on his success." Auxlliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a)  congratulate b)  must c)  him d)  success

Correct Answer
must
23) This work __________ these children.

a)  be doing by b)  be done by c)  be made by d)  are done by

Correct Answer
be done by
24) "I take exercise daily." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) 
Exercise are taken daily by me.

b) 
Exercise is taken daily by me.

c) 
Exercise is being taken daily by me.

d) 
Exercise is been taken daily by me.

Correct Answer
Exercise is taken daily by me.
25) "Finish the work in time." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a)  The work will be finished in
time.

b)  Let the work be finished in
time.

c)  Let the work be finished by us in
time.

d)  Let me finish the work in
time.

Correct Answer
Let the work be finished in time.
26) This job ________ by my friend next week.

a)  is done b)  was done c)  will be done d)  did

Correct Answer
will be done
27) "Why do you tell a lie?." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) 
Why a lie told by you?

b) 
Why is a lie be told by you?

c) 
Why is a lie told by you?

d) 
Why is a lite being told you?

Correct Answer
Why is a lie told by you?
28) Identify the collective noun from the given sentence.  "The crowd dispersed."

a)  the b)  crowd c)  dispersed d)  both a, b

Correct Answer
crowd
29) Identify the relative pronoun from the given sentence. "The cock, which you saw yesterday, has been lost."

a)  has been b)  saw c)  yesterday d)  lost

Correct Answer
lost
30) I have ______ upon your advice.

a)  acting b)  acts c)  acted d)  act

Correct Answer
acted
31) The third form of "does" is:

a)  do b)  done c)  did d)  doesn't

Correct Answer
done
32) ______ we have lost the match.

a)  Alas b)  Ouch c)  Hurrah d)  Yahoo

Correct Answer
Alas
33) That is your chair. In this sentence 'that' is a:



a)  Relative pronoun b)  Personal pronoun c)  Reflexive pronoun d)  Demostrative pronoun

Correct Answer
Demostrative pronoun

34) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
He does his homework regularly.

a)  does b)  homework c)  regularly d)  he

Correct Answer
regularly
35) Ahmad is a boy. _____ reads in seventh class.

a)  They b)  We c)  He d)  She

Correct Answer
He
36) He _____ his lesson.

a)  forget b)  forgotten c)  forgot d)  forgeted

Correct Answer
forgot
37) Ali and Usman went _______ to see him.

a)  himself b)  ourselves c)  themselves d)  myself

Correct Answer
themselves

38) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
The girls have completed the work successfully.

a)  successfully b)  girls c)  completed d)  have

Correct Answer
successfully
39) Identify the proper noun from the given sentence.  "Lahore is the capital of the Punjab."

a)  capital b)  Lahore c)  is, the d)  Lahore, Punjab

Correct Answer
Lahore, Punjab
40) The rain had stopped ________ he reached home.

a)  when b)  though c)  so d)  as well

Correct Answer
when
41) Run fast _____ you will miss the train.

a)  if b)  but c)  and d)  or

Correct Answer
or
42) "She is a bad girl". The adjective in this sentence is:

a)  bad b)  she c)  is d)  girl

Correct Answer
bad
43) "The boys were playing Cricket.." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) 
Cricket had been played by the
boys.

b) 
Cricket has been played by the
boys.

c)  Cricket was being played by the
boys.

d) 
Cricket was played by the
boys.

Correct Answer
Cricket was being played by the boys.
44) Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence.  "We are fighting against hunger."

a)  fighting b)  against c)  we, are d)  hunger

Correct Answer
hunger
45) Do not laugh _______ the poor.

a)  beyond b)  under c)  on d)  at

Correct Answer
at
46) He lives _____ that village.

a)  after b)  among c)  by d)  beyond

Correct Answer
beyond
47) I go to school ____ my friends.

a)  by b)  in c)  between d)  with

Correct Answer
with
48) ______ we have done it.

a)  Hurrah b)  Oh c)  Ah d)  Fie

Correct Answer
Hurrah
49) He talked ______ you.

a)  by b)  against c)  from d)  between

Correct Answer
against
50) Correct translation of "وہ � � �ز ادا � ر� � �؟ �" is:

a)  Will he saying the morning b)  Will he be saying the morning c)  Has he said the morning d)  Does he say morning



prayer? prayer? prayer? prayer?

Correct Answer
Will he be saying the morning prayer?
51) Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence.  "It is a thing of beauty."

a)  thing b)  it c)  beauty d)  is

Correct Answer
beauty
52) Father has _____ me to go.

a)  allow b)  allowing c)  allows d)  allowed

Correct Answer
allowed
53) "I shall learn this poem by heart." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a)  by heart b)  poem c)  learn d)  this

Correct Answer
by heart
54) _____ I have lost the competition.

a)  Hurrah b)  Yahoo c)  Alas d)  Ouch

Correct Answer
Alas
55) He is not ____ wise ____ his brother.

a)  so, as b)  as, as c)  as, so d)  so, that

Correct Answer
so, as
56) "The boy laughed at the beggar.." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) 
The beggar was laughed by
the boy.

b) 
The beggar was being laughed by
the boy.

c) 
The beggar was being laughed at by
the boy.

d)  The beggar was laughed at by
the boy.

Correct Answer
The beggar was laughed at by the boy.
57) That is a fine pen. In this sentence "that" is a/an:

a)  Adjective of number b)  Adjective of quality c)  Demonstrative Adjective d)  Adjective of quantity

Correct Answer
Demonstrative Adjective
58) You have _____ your work.

a)  begin b)  began c)  begans d)  begun

Correct Answer
begun
59) What is the time _________ your watch.

a)  on b)  at c)  from d)  by

Correct Answer
by
60) "_____! You're stepping on my foot."

a)  Ouch b)  Hmm c)  Well d)  Aha

Correct Answer
Ouch
61) What is the third from of "make"?

a)  makes b)  maked c)  making d)  made

Correct Answer
made
62) They put a fence _____ the house.

a)  beyond b)  by c)  about d)  for

Correct Answer
about
63) I work hard _________I may win a scholarship.

a)  so b)  so that c)  after d)  still

Correct Answer
so that
64) "My I know your name?" Auxlliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a)  your b)  name c)  may d)  I

Correct Answer
may
65) "How did you come by this purse?" Pronoun in the following sentence is:

a)  did b)  come c)  by d)  how

Correct Answer
how
66) The thief was standing _____ the door.

a)  behind b)  under c)  over d)  into

Correct Answer
behind
67) He is diving ____ the river.

a)  from b)  in c)  into d)  by

Correct Answer
into



68) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
She has answered correctly.

a)  correctly b)  has c)  answered d)  she

Correct Answer
correctly
69) They have _____ from school.

a)  coming b)  came c)  comes d)  come

Correct Answer
came
70) Correct translation of "ر� �؟ � :is "� � ���� �ف ��

a)  Do we turn to left? b)  Are we turning to left? c)  Has we turned left? d)  Did we turn to left?

Correct Answer
Are we turning to left?
71) Many writers were ________ Shakespeare.

a)  influence by b)  influenced from c)  influenced by d)  influence from

Correct Answer
influenced by
72) _____ that was wrong.

a)  Ah b)  Oops c)  Ouch d)  Aha

Correct Answer
Oops
73) Identify the collective noun from the given sentence.  "Our army fought bravely."

a)  fought b)  bravely c)  army d)  our

Correct Answer
army
74) Wait _____ I come.

a)  but b)  therefore c)  till d)  before

Correct Answer
till
75) Kamal is a noble man. The adjective in this sentence is:

a)  Kamal b)  man c)  noble d)  is

Correct Answer
noble
76) Aslam is present ______ Akhtar is absent.

a)  but b)  or c)  lest d)  till

Correct Answer
but
77) The words used to express sudden feelings are called:

a)  conjunction b)  Interjection c)  Adjective d)  Preposition

Correct Answer
Interjection
78) These are sweet apples. In this sentence "These" is a/an:

a)  Adjective of quantity b)  Adjective of quality c)  Adjective of number d)  Demonstrative adjective

Correct Answer
Demonstrative adjective
79) We passed ________ a muddy street.

a)  in b)  thorugh c)  under d)  on

Correct Answer
thorugh
80) "He might succeed this year." Auxlliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a)  might b)  succeed c)  this d)  year

Correct Answer
succeed
81) He is very fond ________ travelling.

a)  in b)  on c)  at d)  of

Correct Answer
of
82) The policemen _______ the thief.

a)  arrested b)  arresting c)  arrests d)  arested

Correct Answer
arrested
83) Correct translation of "ٹ � �� �۔� � �" is:

a)  We have not told a lie. b)  We has not lied. c)  We are not lying d)  We will not be lying.

Correct Answer
We have not told a lie.
84) He wrote _____.

a)  himself b)  herself c)  ourselves d)  themselves

Correct Answer
himself
85) "The man who came here was my teacher." Pronoun in the following sentence is:

a)  the b)  man c)  who d)  here

Correct Answer



who
86) Correct translation of "ج ر� �؟� � � � �" is:

a)  Was lion roar in the forest? b)  Was the lion roaring in the forest? c)  Did the lion roar in the forest? d)  Has the lion roared in the forest?

Correct Answer
Was the lion roaring in the forest?
87) "Oh _____! Does it hurt?"

a)  Hmm b)  Dear c)  Huh d)  Bravo

Correct Answer
Dear
88) Correct translation of "ا���� �ل � �� �ر� �ں �۔" is:

a)  Inspector will inspect the
school.

b)  Inspector will be inspecting the
school.

c)  Inspector has inspected the
school.

d)  Inspector inspects the
school.

Correct Answer
Inspector will be inspecting the school.
89) ____ you go to bazar, ____ bring a pen for me.

a)  Either, so b)  if, then c)  so, that d)  then, if

Correct Answer
if, then
90) ______ you have done well.

a)  Yahoo b)  Ah c)  Bravo d)  Fie

Correct Answer
Bravo
91) "_____ that seems good."

a)  Er! b)  Ah! c)  Bravo d)  Yikes

Correct Answer
Ah!
92) Correct translation of "ر� �؟ � � :is "� وہ ���

a)  Was he firing a cigarette? b)  Was he lighting a cigarette? c)  Has he lighted a cigarette? d)  Did he light a cigarette?

Correct Answer
Was he lighting a cigarette?
93) _______that feels amazing.

a)  Bah! b)  Phew! c)  Yeah! d)  Aah!

Correct Answer
Aah!
94) Identify the material noun from the given sentence.  "Gold is a precious metal."

a)  metal b)  gold c)  precious d)  is, a

Correct Answer
gold
95) "We milked our cow twice a day." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a)  day b)  twice c)  milked d)  our

Correct Answer
twice
96) "It is your duty to make tea at eleven o'clock." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a)  You were asked to make tea at
eleven o'clock.

b)  You are required to make at
eleven o'clock.

c)  You are supposed to make tea at
eleven o'clock.

d)  Tea is to be made you at
eleven o'clock.

Correct Answer
You are supposed to make tea at eleven o'clock.
97) Identify the proper noun from the given sentence.  "Quaid-e-Azam was the founder of Pakistan."

a)  founder b)  if, of c)  Pakistan, Quaid-e-Azam d)  Pakistan

Correct Answer
Pakistan, Quaid-e-Azam
98) There is neck _____ the chin.

a)  across b)  between c)  about d)  above

Correct Answer
above
99) The patient had died ______ the doctor came.

a)  but b)  and c)  before d)  unless

Correct Answer
before
100) "I shall do this work by and by." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a)  work b)  shall c)  by and by d)  I

Correct Answer
by and by
101) Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There are a few birds on the tree."

a)  on b)  tree c)  birds d)  few

Correct Answer
few
102) Correct translation of "ن �� �۔�" is:

a)  Guests are going. b)  Guests goes. c)  Guests have gone. d)  Guests will be going.

Correct Answer
Guests have gone.
103) _____ is a word spoken instead of a noun.



a)  Adjective b)  Proper noun c)  Pronoun d)  Adverb

Correct Answer
Pronoun
104) The third form of "sing" is:

a)  sang b)  sings c)  singed d)  sung

Correct Answer
sung
105) He hit me _____ stick.

a)  for b)  by c)  in d)  on

Correct Answer
by

106) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
The soldiers fought in the battlefield courageously.

a)  courageously b)  fought c)  soldiers d)  battlefield

Correct Answer
courageously
107) Work hard _______ you will fail.

a)  till b)  and c)  but d)  otherwise

Correct Answer
otherwise
108) Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There is enough water in the tank."

a)  tank b)  water c)  there d)  enough

Correct Answer
enough
109) Correct translation of "� ل �� ر��" is:

a)  Kamal was making bed. b)  Kamal has made bed. c)  Kamal do make bed. d)  Kamal has been making bed.

Correct Answer
Kamal was making bed.
110) "You should obey your parents." Auxlliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a)  obey b)  your c)  should d)  parents

Correct Answer
should
111) The glass is ____ the table.

a)  upon b)  in c)  across d)  on

Correct Answer
on

112) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
I study hardworkingly.

a)  study b)  I c)  hardworkingly d)  none of these

Correct Answer
hardworkingly
113) "What is your father doing?" Pronoun in the following sentence is:

a)  What b)  doing c)  father d)  your

Correct Answer
What
114) I can’t believe that you are coming here! _______!

a)  Hmm b)  Woah c)  Yay d)  Ah

Correct Answer
Yay
115) We have ______ the paper.

a)  cut b)  cuts c)  cutting d)  cutted

Correct Answer
cut
116) He is very kind _______ us.

a)  from b)  with c)  to d)  on

Correct Answer
to
117) Identify the common noun from the given sentence.  "Our school is near our house."

a)  house b)  near c)  our, is d)  house, school

Correct Answer
house, school
118) He sat _____ me.

a)  before b)  in c)  across d)  among

Correct Answer
before
119) The third form of "fly" is:

a)  flown b)  flew c)  flyed d)  flying

Correct Answer
flown
120) _______ just look at the puppies.

a)  Oh! b)  Hey! c)  Ah! d)  Aww!

Correct Answer
Aww!



121) You will fail _____  you do not work hard.

a)  if b)  and c)  but d)  or

Correct Answer
if
122) Those are their books. In this sentence 'those' is a:

a)  Reflexive pronoun b)  Relative pronoun c)  Demonstrative pronoun d)  Personal pronoun

Correct Answer
Demonstrative pronoun
123) _______Can you repeat the question?

a)  Hey! b)  Hmm! c)  Uh! d)  Huh!

Correct Answer
Huh!
124) Identify the material noun from the given sentence.  "We saw swords and arrows in the Museum."

a)  Museum b)  arrows c)  we, and d)  swords, arrows

Correct Answer
swords, arrows
125) Correct translation of "وہ �ے ���� � � ر� �ں �۔" is:

a)  They bath in deep water. b)  They will take bath in deep water. c)  They bath in deep water. d)  They will be bathing in deep water.

Correct Answer
They will be bathing in deep water.
126) That was the best performance i have ever seen, ______!

a)  Ah b)  Bravo c)  Ouch d)  Oops

Correct Answer
Bravo
127) She has ____ this song.

a)  sing b)  sings c)  sang d)  sung

Correct Answer
sung
128) _____ listen to the teacher.

a)  Yahoo b)  Ouch c)  Hush d)  Alas

Correct Answer
Hush
129) "The noise of the traffic kept me awake." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a)  The traffic kept me awake
by the noise.

b)  I kept myself due to the noise
of the traffic.

c)  I remained awake by the noise
of the traffic.

d)  I was kept awake by the noise
of the traffic.

Correct Answer
I was kept awake by the noise of the traffic.
130) Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There are many trees in the garden."

a)  many b)  there c)  garden d)  trees

Correct Answer
many
131) "There is enough water in the pot." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a)  water b)  pot c)  there d)  enough

Correct Answer
enough
132) Make hay _____ the sun shines.

a)  lest b)  till c)  while d)  because

Correct Answer
while
133) She has _______ tea.

a)  take b)  took c)  taken d)  takes

Correct Answer
taken
134) Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There are fifty chairs in the room."

a)  chairs b)  in, the c)  room d)  fifty

Correct Answer
fifty
135) Tariq _______ Tahir are brothers.

a)  but b)  because c)  or d)  and

Correct Answer
and
136) Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There are many trees in the garden."

a)  many b)  there c)  garden d)  trees

Correct Answer
many
137) Correct translation of "� � :is "وہ � � � � ���

a)  He travelled by bus. b)  He travels by bus. c)  He used to travel by bus. d)  He has travalled by bus.

Correct Answer
He used to travel by bus.
138) "This is the same horse which Ajmal bought." Pronoun in the following sentence is:

a)  Ajmal b)  bought c)  horse d)  which

Correct Answer



which
139) ______ our army has conquered the fort.

a)  Yahoo b)  Bravo c)  Fie d)  Hurrah

Correct Answer
Bravo
140) Identify the common noun from the given sentence.  "I have a pen and a book."

a)  I b)  Have c)  book, pen d)  and

Correct Answer
book, pen
141) Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "We read in seventh class."

a)  read b)  seventh c)  class d)  we

Correct Answer
seventh
142) ____ Najma ____ Bano is here.

a)  Either, or b)  so, as c)  so, that d)  neither, nor

Correct Answer
neither, nor
143) Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence.  "Honesty is the best policy."

a)  honesty b)  is c)  the, best d)  policy

Correct Answer
honesty
144) It is ____ you.

a)  for b)  by c)  the d)  into

Correct Answer
for
145) ______ you ______ Saeed should close the door.

a)  or, either b)  whether, or c)  as, so d)  either, or

Correct Answer
either, or
146) Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence.  "Health is wealth."

a)  health b)  wealth c)  is d)  health, wealth

Correct Answer
health, wealth
147) I walked ____ the road.

a)  for b)  in c)  across d)  after

Correct Answer
across
148) "You will praise her very much." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) 
She will praised very much by
you.

b) 
She will be praised very much by
you.

c) 
She will being praised very much by
you.

d) 
She will been praised very much by
you.

Correct Answer
She will be praised very much by you.
149) He solved the questions easily.

a)  easily b)  solved c)  he d)  questions

Correct Answer
easily
150) "They drew a circle in the morning.." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) 
A circle was being drawn by them in
the morning.

b) 
A circle was drawn by them in
the morning.

c) 
In the morning a circle have been
drawn by them.

d)  A circle has been drawing
since morning.

Correct Answer
A circle was drawn by them in the morning.
151) Was the window pan _________ the children?

a)  broke for b)  broke by c)  broken for d)  broken by

Correct Answer
broken by
152) You can catch the train ________ you run fast.

a)  well b)  provided c)  and d)  otherwise

Correct Answer
provided
153) Identify the relative pronoun from the given sentence. "This is the girl whom I saw in the bazar."

a)  whom b)  saw c)  bazar d)  this, is

Correct Answer
whom
154) We enjoyed _______ at the party.

a)  themselves b)  herself c)  yourself d)  ourselves

Correct Answer
ourselves
155) "They will demolish the entire block.." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) 
The entire block will be
demolished.

b) 
The entire block is being
demolished.

c) 
The block may be demolished
entirely.

d)  The entire block will have to be
demolished.

Correct Answer



The entire block will be demolished.
156) ______ I forgot to bring my book.

a)  Ouch b)  Yahoo c)  Hurrrah d)  Oh

Correct Answer
Oh
157) I cannot come to school _______ I am ill.

a)  therefore b)  because c)  but d)  if

Correct Answer
because
158) Correct translation of "رش � ر� �؟��� �" is:

a)  Does it raining? b)  Does it rain? c)  Has it raining? d)  Is it raining?

Correct Answer
Is it raining?
159) Correct translation of "ے ��ں � � �ل � ر�� ��" is:

a)  Did not meet with bad boys. b)  Are not meet with bad boys. c)  Do not mix up with bad boys. d)  Has not mix up with bad boys.

Correct Answer
Do not mix up with bad boys.
160) "Our task had been completed before sunset." Correct Active Voice of the following is:

a) 
We completed our task before
sunset.

b) 
We have completed our task before
sunset.

c) 
We complete our task before
sunset.

d)  We had completed our task before
sunset.

Correct Answer
We had completed our task before sunset.
161)  _______I don’t like this vegetable.

a)  Ugh! b)  Uh! c)  Oh! d)  Whew!

Correct Answer
Ugh!
162) "Are these grapes sour?" Adjective in the following sentence is:

a)  sour b)  grapes c)  these d)  are

Correct Answer
sour
163) Identify the collective noun from the given sentence.  "The class is in the room."

a)  the, in b)  class c)  is d)  room

Correct Answer
class
164) "She will invite me." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a)  I shall be invited by her. b)  I will invited by her. c)  I shall being invited by her. d)  I will been invited by her.

Correct Answer
I shall be invited by her.
165) Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There is a little water in the jug."

a)  water b)  there c)  in d)  little

Correct Answer
little
166) "We ought to serve our country." Auxlliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a)  serve b)  country c)  we d)  ought

Correct Answer
ought

167) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
They are walking slowly.

a)  they b)  slowly c)  are d)  walking

Correct Answer
walking
168) Correct translation of "� ال �ل ر� �ں� ��" is:

a)  The boys will solve the sums. b)  The boys have solved the sums. c)  The boys do solve the sums. d)  The boys will be doing the sums.

Correct Answer
The boys will be doing the sums.
169) _________! I hear someone whispering my name.

a)  Hush b)  Ah c)  Oh d)  Wow

Correct Answer
Hush
170) Identify the collective noun from the given sentence.  "This is a bunch of keys."

a)  keys b)  bunch c)  this d)  is, a

Correct Answer
bunch
171) Correct translation of "ب �ھ � �۔� � � � �" is:

a)  I have already read this book. b)  I had already read this book. c)  I had before read this book. d)  I already read this book.

Correct Answer
I had already read this book.

172) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
The children talked to the oldman softly.

a)  oldman b)  the children c)  softly d)  talked

Correct Answer
softly

�



173) Correct translation of "ہ ا� � ���د � � �۔� ���" is:

a)  Tahira learnt her lesson. b)  Tahira learns her lesson. c)  Tahira will be learning her lesson. d)  Tahira has learnt her lesson.

Correct Answer
Tahira has learnt her lesson.
174) Correct translation of "ل � � � � � �۔� � � ��" is:

a)  When we reached the school
the bell had gone.

b)  The bell had gone when we
reach the school.

c)  The bell has gone when we
reached the school.

d)  The bell had gone when we
reached the school.

Correct Answer
The bell had gone when we reached the school.
175) Identify the proper noun from the given sentence.  "Najma is an intelligent girl."

a)  intelligent b)  Najma c)  Najma, Intelligent d)  girl

Correct Answer
Najma
176) Identify the relative pronoun from the given sentence. "Thst is the man whose son is a doctor."

a)  son b)  whose c)  that d)  doctor

Correct Answer
whose
177) "The storm did much damage." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a)  Much damage was done by the storm. b)  The storm damaged much. c)  Much damage did the storm. d)  The storm was damaged.

Correct Answer
Much damage was done by the storm.
178) The money ..... stolen by the thieves if you leave it there.

a)  will b)  has been c)  is d)  did

Correct Answer
has been
179) Identify the common noun from the given sentence.  "They reached the station."

a)  reached b)  they c)  station d)  reached, station

Correct Answer
station
180) _____ I am just stung by a bee.

a)  Aha b)  Hurrah c)  Oops d)  Ouch

Correct Answer
Ouch
181) Identify the relative pronoun from the given sentence. "This is the boy who stood first."

a)  stood b)  boy c)  who d)  first

Correct Answer
who
182) I _____ a pen

a)  buys b)  buy c)  buying d)  buyed

Correct Answer
buy
183) "Whom do you want to see?" Pronoun in the following sentence is:

a)  want b)  whom c)  you d)  see

Correct Answer
whom
184) It is  my bag. In this sentence "It" is a/an:

a)  Adjective of quality b)  Demonstrative adjective c)  Adjective of quantity d)  Adjective of number

Correct Answer
Demonstrative adjective

185) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
The boys lifted the wood carefully.

a)  lifted b)  carefully c)  the boys d)  wood

Correct Answer
carefully

186) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
She called me politely.

a)  she b)  me c)  called d)  politely

Correct Answer
politely
187) "They were quite right." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a)  right b)  quite c)  they d)  were

Correct Answer
quite

188) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
They are talking joyously.

a)  talking b)  joyously c)  are d)  they

Correct Answer
joyously
189) Hanzla is my class fellow. _____ father is a doctor.

a)  her b)  our c)  his d)  him

Correct Answer
his
190) Identify the common noun from the given sentence.  "The boys are playing football."



a)  boys, football b)  the c)  playing d)  football

Correct Answer
boys, football
191) Iqra is a good girl. _____ is loved by all.

a)  He b)  They c)  I d)  She

Correct Answer
She
192) Correct translation of "� ااِد�ُاد�ُاڑ ر��" is:

a)  The crow has flew here and
there.

b)  The crow was flying here and
there.

c)  Did crow flew here and
there.

d)  The crow flies here and
there.

Correct Answer
The crow was flying here and there.
193) Identify the collective noun from the given sentence.  "Our team won the match."

a)  team b)  our c)  match d)  won

Correct Answer
team
194) He was _____ able _____ noble.

a)  not only, that b)  not only, but also c)  either, or d)  both, but

Correct Answer
not only, but also
195) The bundle was ____ strong ____ it could not be broken.

a)  as, so b)  so, that c)  Either, or d)  that, so

Correct Answer
so, that
196) That is a tall man. The adjective in this sentence is:

a)  tall b)  that c)  is d)  man

Correct Answer
tall
197) He is ____ rich ____ honest.

a)  both, as b)  as, as c)  not, only d)  both, and

Correct Answer
both, and

198) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
She was crying bitterly.

a)  crying b)  was c)  she d)  bitterly

Correct Answer
bitterly
199) Our army is very brave. The adjective in this sentence is:

a)  army b)  very c)  our d)  brave

Correct Answer
brave

200) Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
She sings happily.

a)  she b)  happily c)  sings d)  she sings

Correct Answer
happily
II)  ۔:�� ��

�
�ں � ا� � � درج ذ� ��ُ (All questions / options - 57 / 0 ) 0 Marks

1) �ں اڑ� � �۔
a)  fly
2) � � �� � دى۔
a)  abuse
3) �� �ر � ��ر � � �۔
a)  arrest
4) �ا� � �� �۔
a)  peon
5) � � ا�� �� د�۔
a)  see
6) � �ں � آ ر� �؟ �� �ل � �����
a)  come out
7) � � ا� �� �� � ا�ام �� �؟
a)  respect
8) �ہ � دے ر� �؟ �

�
� �� ا�

a)  lay egg
9) � �ے ا�ى � �و �۔
a)  iron
10) وہ ����ں ����ھ ر� � �۔
a)  bind
11) � ا� � �� � � ر� �۔
a)  change
12) � �ا� دودھ � ر� �؟
a)  milkman
13) � ��� � �۔ ��� � ��
a)  cobbler, mend
14) دروازے � د� �ن دے ر� � �؟
a)  knock

�



15) � � � � �۔
a)  attack
16) وہ �ا �رہ رد � � � �۔
a)  reject
17) ا�ں � �رى �د �ں �؟
a)  help
18) وہ روزا� ا�ر �� �۔
a)  newspaper
19) ���ٰ �ں د��� �؟

�
� � ��ى � ا��

a)  resign
20) � � دوا � �� �؟
a)  medicine
21) �� � � � � �؟

�
� �

a)  recite
22) � �ں �ے �؟
a)  stay
23) � � � �� �� � �� � �؟
a)  abstain from
24) �م �ل ر� �۔ وہ �ا ��
a)  forget
25) � �؟ ا� روزا� �ں ���
a)  go
26) � �� �۔ آ� ���
a)  cook
27) � �� ر� �ں �۔
a)  wither
28) � � � د��۔

�
�� � �

a)  see
29) ا�د ��� �ال � � � ر� �۔
a)  ask
30) � � � � د�ڑ ر� �۔
a)  roar
31) وہ و�ہ �� � � ر� �۔
a) 
back out
32) � �غ اذان دے � � �؟
a)  crow
33) � �ت � ر� �؟
a)  migrate
34) � � آپ � � ر� �؟
a)  disturb
35) � �دا ُا� �؟
a)  grow
36) �� �دوں � ���� دے � � �۔
a)  water
37) وہ � � ا�ر � ر� �۔
a)  depend
38) ا� � � ُاڑا� �۔
a)  kite
39) �ض � دے ر� � �۔

�
وہ �

a)  lend
40) �� � � �ں۔ �� �
a)  breakfast
41) ��ے � ر� �۔
a)  chirp
42) � � ر� � ر� �؟
a)  dance
43) � وہ �ك �ر � � �؟
a)  cross
44) ا�ں � � � �و� � � �۔
a)  trust
45) ����� � �۔ وہ � ��
a)  go
46) � � د���� � �۔

�
�ارى � ��

a)  jugglar, trick
47) وہ ا� �� ���� �ے �۔
a)  polish
48) �ا؟ ���

�
� � � اس � ��

a)  buy
49) �رج �وب � � �۔
a)  set
50) ��م � ر� �ں �؟ � �ں ��
a)  fail
51) ��ں �� � �ڑ ر� �ں �۔
a)  break
52) � � �ہ �ف � �۔
a)  clean
53) ا�ں � آپ � د�ت � دى � �۔



a)  invite
54) وہ ا� دو�ں � � � �۔
a)  meet
55) � وہ � �� �؟
a)  die
56) ڈا� �� � �� � � �۔
a)  examine
57) �۔ � �ف � ��� �

وہ ا� دا�
a)  brush
III)  Change the Voice of these sentences: (All questions / options - 16 / 0 ) 0 Marks
1) I have taken tea.
a)  0
2) They will have finished their work.
a)  0
3) He will break my toys.
a)  0
4) The boys were catching the birds.
a)  0
5) He had helped me.
a)  0
6) She will buy a new dress.
a)  0
7) The Muslims recited the Holy Quran.
a)  0
8) The tailor has sewed my clothes.
a)  0
9) The poet composed a poem.
a)  0
10) I am writing a letter.
a)  0
11) She gives me a gift.
a)  0
12) They sing a song.
a)  0
13) You had won the first prize.
a)  0
14) My parents are advising me.
a)  0
15) You have stolen my watch.
a)  0
16) She was tearing the pages.
a)  0
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I)  Tick the Correct Option: (All questions / options - 200 / 0 ) 0 Marks
1. Identify the proper noun from the given sentence.  "Khalid is my brother."

a) Khalid b) is c) is, my d) brother, Khalid

2. "Who gave you permission to enter?" Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) By whom given you
permission to enter?

b) By whom you were given
permission to enter?

c) By whom was you given the
permission to enter?

d) By whom were you given the
permission to enter?

3. These are sweet mangoes. The adjective in this sentence is:

a) these b) sweet c) are d) mangoes

4. He jumped _____ the roof.

a) from b) to c) for d) by

5. Correct translation of "ر� �ں �؟ � � �" is:

a) Will the children be playing? b) The children will be playing? c) Will the children play? d) Has the children be playing?

6. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
He called me sadly.

a) sadly b) me c) he d) called

7. Ahmad is a wise man. The adjective in this sentence is:

a) ahmad b) man c) wise d) is, a

8. Aslam and Ali are best friends. _____ play together.

a) we b) they c) I d) He

9. "Did you visit a zoo?." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) Was a zoo being visited by you? b) Was a zoo be visited by you? c) Was a zoo been visited by you? d) Was a zoo visited by you?

10. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
The headmaster spoke to the boys angrily.

a) headmaster b) spoke c) angrily d) boys

11. These are red flowers. The adjective in this sentence is:

a) these b) flowers c) red d) are

12. These are my pens. In this sentence 'these' is a:

a) Demonstrative pronoun b) Reflexive pronoun c) Personal pronoun d) Relative pronoun

13. The third form of "abuse" is:

a) abusing b) abuses c) abused d) abuse

14. Correct translation of "وق �ں ُ�� � �؟� � �" is:

a) Where did you lost the box? b) Where have you lost the box? c) Where had you lost the box? d) Where are you losing the box?

15. They go to Anarkali ______ shopping.

a) from b) among c) across d) for

16. Identify the material noun from the given sentence.  "Blood is necessary for life."

a) blood b) life c) necessary d) is

17. He is a lazy boy. The adjective in this sentence is:

a) boy b) he c) is d) lazy

18. The students entered ____ the classroom.

a) in b) into c) on d) by

19. Correct translation of "ا� �م �و" is:

a) Does your work. b) Do your work. c) Doing your work. d) Done your work.

20. Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There is some milk in the cup."

a) cup b) milk c) some d) there, is

21. He is sick, ______ he cannot attend the school.

a) but b) therefore c) as d) while

22. "I must congratulate him on his success." Auxlliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a) congratulate b) must c) him d) success

23. This work __________ these children.

a) be doing by b) be done by c) be made by d) are done by

24. "I take exercise daily." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) Exercise are taken daily by
me.

b) Exercise is taken daily by
me.

c) Exercise is being taken daily by
me.

d) Exercise is been taken daily by
me.

25. "Finish the work in time." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) The work will be finished in
time.

b) Let the work be finished in
time.

c) Let the work be finished by us in
time.

d) Let me finish the work in
time.

26. This job ________ by my friend next week.

a) is done b) was done c) will be done d) did

27. "Why do you tell a lie?." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) Why a lie told by you? b) Why is a lie be told by you? c) Why is a lie told by you? d) Why is a lite being told you?



28. Identify the collective noun from the given sentence.  "The crowd dispersed."

a) the b) crowd c) dispersed d) both a, b

29. Identify the relative pronoun from the given sentence. "The cock, which you saw yesterday, has been lost."

a) has been b) saw c) yesterday d) lost

30. I have ______ upon your advice.

a) acting b) acts c) acted d) act

31. The third form of "does" is:

a) do b) done c) did d) doesn't

32. ______ we have lost the match.

a) Alas b) Ouch c) Hurrah d) Yahoo

33. That is your chair. In this sentence 'that' is a:

a) Relative pronoun b) Personal pronoun c) Reflexive pronoun d) Demostrative pronoun

34. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
He does his homework regularly.

a) does b) homework c) regularly d) he

35. Ahmad is a boy. _____ reads in seventh class.

a) They b) We c) He d) She

36. He _____ his lesson.

a) forget b) forgotten c) forgot d) forgeted

37. Ali and Usman went _______ to see him.

a) himself b) ourselves c) themselves d) myself

38. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
The girls have completed the work successfully.

a) successfully b) girls c) completed d) have

39. Identify the proper noun from the given sentence.  "Lahore is the capital of the Punjab."

a) capital b) Lahore c) is, the d) Lahore, Punjab

40. The rain had stopped ________ he reached home.

a) when b) though c) so d) as well

41. Run fast _____ you will miss the train.

a) if b) but c) and d) or

42. "She is a bad girl". The adjective in this sentence is:

a) bad b) she c) is d) girl

43. "The boys were playing Cricket.." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) Cricket had been played by the
boys.

b) Cricket has been played by the
boys.

c) Cricket was being played by the
boys.

d) Cricket was played by the
boys.

44. Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence.  "We are fighting against hunger."

a) fighting b) against c) we, are d) hunger

45. Do not laugh _______ the poor.

a) beyond b) under c) on d) at

46. He lives _____ that village.

a) after b) among c) by d) beyond

47. I go to school ____ my friends.

a) by b) in c) between d) with

48. ______ we have done it.

a) Hurrah b) Oh c) Ah d) Fie

49. He talked ______ you.

a) by b) against c) from d) between

50. Correct translation of "وہ � � �ز ادا � ر� � �؟ �" is:

a) Will he saying the morning
prayer?

b) Will he be saying the morning
prayer?

c) Has he said the morning
prayer?

d) Does he say morning
prayer?

51. Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence.  "It is a thing of beauty."

a) thing b) it c) beauty d) is

52. Father has _____ me to go.

a) allow b) allowing c) allows d) allowed

53. "I shall learn this poem by heart." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a) by heart b) poem c) learn d) this

54. _____ I have lost the competition.

a) Hurrah b) Yahoo c) Alas d) Ouch

55. He is not ____ wise ____ his brother.

a) so, as b) as, as c) as, so d) so, that

56. "The boy laughed at the beggar.." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) The beggar was laughed by
the boy.

b) The beggar was being laughed by
the boy.

c) The beggar was being laughed at
by the boy.

d) The beggar was laughed at by
the boy.

57. That is a fine pen. In this sentence "that" is a/an:

a) Adjective of number b) Adjective of quality c) Demonstrative Adjective d) Adjective of quantity

58. You have _____ your work.

a) begin b) began c) begans d) begun

59. What is the time _________ your watch.



a) on b) at c) from d) by

60. "_____! You're stepping on my foot."

a) Ouch b) Hmm c) Well d) Aha

61. What is the third from of "make"?

a) makes b) maked c) making d) made

62. They put a fence _____ the house.

a) beyond b) by c) about d) for

63. I work hard _________I may win a scholarship.

a) so b) so that c) after d) still

64. "My I know your name?" Auxlliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a) your b) name c) may d) I

65. "How did you come by this purse?" Pronoun in the following sentence is:

a) did b) come c) by d) how

66. The thief was standing _____ the door.

a) behind b) under c) over d) into

67. He is diving ____ the river.

a) from b) in c) into d) by

68. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
She has answered correctly.

a) correctly b) has c) answered d) she

69. They have _____ from school.

a) coming b) came c) comes d) come

70. Correct translation of "ر� �؟ � :is "� � ���� �ف ��

a) Do we turn to left? b) Are we turning to left? c) Has we turned left? d) Did we turn to left?

71. Many writers were ________ Shakespeare.

a) influence by b) influenced from c) influenced by d) influence from

72. _____ that was wrong.

a) Ah b) Oops c) Ouch d) Aha

73. Identify the collective noun from the given sentence.  "Our army fought bravely."

a) fought b) bravely c) army d) our

74. Wait _____ I come.

a) but b) therefore c) till d) before

75. Kamal is a noble man. The adjective in this sentence is:

a) Kamal b) man c) noble d) is

76. Aslam is present ______ Akhtar is absent.

a) but b) or c) lest d) till

77. The words used to express sudden feelings are called:

a) conjunction b) Interjection c) Adjective d) Preposition

78. These are sweet apples. In this sentence "These" is a/an:

a) Adjective of quantity b) Adjective of quality c) Adjective of number d) Demonstrative adjective

79. We passed ________ a muddy street.

a) in b) thorugh c) under d) on

80. "He might succeed this year." Auxlliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a) might b) succeed c) this d) year

81. He is very fond ________ travelling.

a) in b) on c) at d) of

82. The policemen _______ the thief.

a) arrested b) arresting c) arrests d) arested

83. Correct translation of "ٹ � �� �۔� � �" is:

a) We have not told a lie. b) We has not lied. c) We are not lying d) We will not be lying.

84. He wrote _____.

a) himself b) herself c) ourselves d) themselves

85. "The man who came here was my teacher." Pronoun in the following sentence is:

a) the b) man c) who d) here

86. Correct translation of "ج ر� �؟� � � � �" is:

a) Was lion roar in the forest? b) Was the lion roaring in the forest? c) Did the lion roar in the forest? d) Has the lion roared in the forest?

87. "Oh _____! Does it hurt?"

a) Hmm b) Dear c) Huh d) Bravo

88. Correct translation of "ا���� �ل � �� �ر� �ں �۔" is:

a) Inspector will inspect the
school.

b) Inspector will be inspecting the
school.

c) Inspector has inspected the
school.

d) Inspector inspects the
school.

89. ____ you go to bazar, ____ bring a pen for me.

a) Either, so b) if, then c) so, that d) then, if

90. ______ you have done well.

a) Yahoo b) Ah c) Bravo d) Fie

91. "_____ that seems good."

a) Er! b) Ah! c) Bravo d) Yikes

�



92. Correct translation of "ر� �؟ � � :is "� وہ ���

a) Was he firing a cigarette? b) Was he lighting a cigarette? c) Has he lighted a cigarette? d) Did he light a cigarette?

93. _______that feels amazing.

a) Bah! b) Phew! c) Yeah! d) Aah!

94. Identify the material noun from the given sentence.  "Gold is a precious metal."

a) metal b) gold c) precious d) is, a

95. "We milked our cow twice a day." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a) day b) twice c) milked d) our

96. "It is your duty to make tea at eleven o'clock." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) You were asked to make tea at
eleven o'clock.

b) You are required to make at
eleven o'clock.

c) You are supposed to make tea at
eleven o'clock.

d) Tea is to be made you at
eleven o'clock.

97. Identify the proper noun from the given sentence.  "Quaid-e-Azam was the founder of Pakistan."

a) founder b) if, of c) Pakistan, Quaid-e-Azam d) Pakistan

98. There is neck _____ the chin.

a) across b) between c) about d) above

99. The patient had died ______ the doctor came.

a) but b) and c) before d) unless

100. "I shall do this work by and by." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a) work b) shall c) by and by d) I

101. Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There are a few birds on the tree."

a) on b) tree c) birds d) few

102. Correct translation of "ن �� �۔�" is:

a) Guests are going. b) Guests goes. c) Guests have gone. d) Guests will be going.

103. _____ is a word spoken instead of a noun.

a) Adjective b) Proper noun c) Pronoun d) Adverb

104. The third form of "sing" is:

a) sang b) sings c) singed d) sung

105. He hit me _____ stick.

a) for b) by c) in d) on

106. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
The soldiers fought in the battlefield courageously.

a) courageously b) fought c) soldiers d) battlefield

107. Work hard _______ you will fail.

a) till b) and c) but d) otherwise

108. Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There is enough water in the tank."

a) tank b) water c) there d) enough

109. Correct translation of "� ل �� ر��" is:

a) Kamal was making bed. b) Kamal has made bed. c) Kamal do make bed. d) Kamal has been making bed.

110. "You should obey your parents." Auxlliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a) obey b) your c) should d) parents

111. The glass is ____ the table.

a) upon b) in c) across d) on

112. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
I study hardworkingly.

a) study b) I c) hardworkingly d) none of these

113. "What is your father doing?" Pronoun in the following sentence is:

a) What b) doing c) father d) your

114. I can’t believe that you are coming here! _______!

a) Hmm b) Woah c) Yay d) Ah

115. We have ______ the paper.

a) cut b) cuts c) cutting d) cutted

116. He is very kind _______ us.

a) from b) with c) to d) on

117. Identify the common noun from the given sentence.  "Our school is near our house."

a) house b) near c) our, is d) house, school

118. He sat _____ me.

a) before b) in c) across d) among

119. The third form of "fly" is:

a) flown b) flew c) flyed d) flying

120. _______ just look at the puppies.

a) Oh! b) Hey! c) Ah! d) Aww!

121. You will fail _____  you do not work hard.

a) if b) and c) but d) or

122. Those are their books. In this sentence 'those' is a:

a) Reflexive pronoun b) Relative pronoun c) Demonstrative pronoun d) Personal pronoun

123. _______Can you repeat the question?

a) Hey! b) Hmm! c) Uh! d) Huh!

124. Identify the material noun from the given sentence.  "We saw swords and arrows in the Museum."



a) Museum b) arrows c) we, and d) swords, arrows

125. Correct translation of "وہ �ے ���� � � ر� �ں �۔" is:

a) They bath in deep water. b) They will take bath in deep water. c) They bath in deep water. d) They will be bathing in deep water.

126. That was the best performance i have ever seen, ______!

a) Ah b) Bravo c) Ouch d) Oops

127. She has ____ this song.

a) sing b) sings c) sang d) sung

128. _____ listen to the teacher.

a) Yahoo b) Ouch c) Hush d) Alas

129. "The noise of the traffic kept me awake." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) The traffic kept me awake by
the noise.

b) I kept myself due to the noise of
the traffic.

c) I remained awake by the noise of
the traffic.

d) I was kept awake by the noise of
the traffic.

130. Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There are many trees in the garden."

a) many b) there c) garden d) trees

131. "There is enough water in the pot." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a) water b) pot c) there d) enough

132. Make hay _____ the sun shines.

a) lest b) till c) while d) because

133. She has _______ tea.

a) take b) took c) taken d) takes

134. Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There are fifty chairs in the room."

a) chairs b) in, the c) room d) fifty

135. Tariq _______ Tahir are brothers.

a) but b) because c) or d) and

136. Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There are many trees in the garden."

a) many b) there c) garden d) trees

137. Correct translation of "� � :is "وہ � � � � ���

a) He travelled by bus. b) He travels by bus. c) He used to travel by bus. d) He has travalled by bus.

138. "This is the same horse which Ajmal bought." Pronoun in the following sentence is:

a) Ajmal b) bought c) horse d) which

139. ______ our army has conquered the fort.

a) Yahoo b) Bravo c) Fie d) Hurrah

140. Identify the common noun from the given sentence.  "I have a pen and a book."

a) I b) Have c) book, pen d) and

141. Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "We read in seventh class."

a) read b) seventh c) class d) we

142. ____ Najma ____ Bano is here.

a) Either, or b) so, as c) so, that d) neither, nor

143. Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence.  "Honesty is the best policy."

a) honesty b) is c) the, best d) policy

144. It is ____ you.

a) for b) by c) the d) into

145. ______ you ______ Saeed should close the door.

a) or, either b) whether, or c) as, so d) either, or

146. Identify the abstract noun from the given sentence.  "Health is wealth."

a) health b) wealth c) is d) health, wealth

147. I walked ____ the road.

a) for b) in c) across d) after

148. "You will praise her very much." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) She will praised very much
by you.

b) She will be praised very much
by you.

c) She will being praised very much
by you.

d) She will been praised very much
by you.

149. He solved the questions easily.

a) easily b) solved c) he d) questions

150. "They drew a circle in the morning.." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) A circle was being drawn by them
in the morning.

b) A circle was drawn by them
in the morning.

c) In the morning a circle have been
drawn by them.

d) A circle has been drawing
since morning.

151. Was the window pan _________ the children?

a) broke for b) broke by c) broken for d) broken by

152. You can catch the train ________ you run fast.

a) well b) provided c) and d) otherwise

153. Identify the relative pronoun from the given sentence. "This is the girl whom I saw in the bazar."

a) whom b) saw c) bazar d) this, is

154. We enjoyed _______ at the party.

a) themselves b) herself c) yourself d) ourselves

155. "They will demolish the entire block.." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) The entire block will be
demolished.

b) The entire block is being
demolished.

c) The block may be demolished
entirely.

d) The entire block will have to be
demolished.

156. ______ I forgot to bring my book.



a) Ouch b) Yahoo c) Hurrrah d) Oh

157. I cannot come to school _______ I am ill.

a) therefore b) because c) but d) if

158. Correct translation of "رش � ر� �؟��� �" is:

a) Does it raining? b) Does it rain? c) Has it raining? d) Is it raining?

159. Correct translation of "ے ��ں � � �ل � ر�� ��" is:

a) Did not meet with bad boys. b) Are not meet with bad boys. c) Do not mix up with bad boys. d) Has not mix up with bad boys.

160. "Our task had been completed before sunset." Correct Active Voice of the following is:

a) We completed our task before
sunset.

b) We have completed our task
before sunset.

c) We complete our task before
sunset.

d) We had completed our task
before sunset.

161.  _______I don’t like this vegetable.

a) Ugh! b) Uh! c) Oh! d) Whew!

162. "Are these grapes sour?" Adjective in the following sentence is:

a) sour b) grapes c) these d) are

163. Identify the collective noun from the given sentence.  "The class is in the room."

a) the, in b) class c) is d) room

164. "She will invite me." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) I shall be invited by her. b) I will invited by her. c) I shall being invited by her. d) I will been invited by her.

165. Identify the adjective from the given sentence. "There is a little water in the jug."

a) water b) there c) in d) little

166. "We ought to serve our country." Auxlliary Verb in the following sentence is:

a) serve b) country c) we d) ought

167. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
They are walking slowly.

a) they b) slowly c) are d) walking

168. Correct translation of "� ال �ل ر� �ں� ��" is:

a) The boys will solve the sums. b) The boys have solved the sums. c) The boys do solve the sums. d) The boys will be doing the sums.

169. _________! I hear someone whispering my name.

a) Hush b) Ah c) Oh d) Wow

170. Identify the collective noun from the given sentence.  "This is a bunch of keys."

a) keys b) bunch c) this d) is, a

171. Correct translation of "ب �ھ � �۔� � � � �" is:

a) I have already read this book. b) I had already read this book. c) I had before read this book. d) I already read this book.

172. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
The children talked to the oldman softly.

a) oldman b) the children c) softly d) talked

173. Correct translation of "ہ ا� � ���د � � �۔� ���" is:

a) Tahira learnt her lesson. b) Tahira learns her lesson. c) Tahira will be learning her lesson. d) Tahira has learnt her lesson.

174. Correct translation of "ل � � � � � �۔� � � ��" is:

a) When we reached the school the
bell had gone.

b) The bell had gone when we
reach the school.

c) The bell has gone when we
reached the school.

d) The bell had gone when we
reached the school.

175. Identify the proper noun from the given sentence.  "Najma is an intelligent girl."

a) intelligent b) Najma c) Najma, Intelligent d) girl

176. Identify the relative pronoun from the given sentence. "Thst is the man whose son is a doctor."

a) son b) whose c) that d) doctor

177. "The storm did much damage." Correct Passive Voice of the following is:

a) Much damage was done by the storm. b) The storm damaged much. c) Much damage did the storm. d) The storm was damaged.

178. The money ..... stolen by the thieves if you leave it there.

a) will b) has been c) is d) did

179. Identify the common noun from the given sentence.  "They reached the station."

a) reached b) they c) station d) reached, station

180. _____ I am just stung by a bee.

a) Aha b) Hurrah c) Oops d) Ouch

181. Identify the relative pronoun from the given sentence. "This is the boy who stood first."

a) stood b) boy c) who d) first

182. I _____ a pen

a) buys b) buy c) buying d) buyed

183. "Whom do you want to see?" Pronoun in the following sentence is:

a) want b) whom c) you d) see

184. It is  my bag. In this sentence "It" is a/an:

a) Adjective of quality b) Demonstrative adjective c) Adjective of quantity d) Adjective of number

185. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
The boys lifted the wood carefully.

a) lifted b) carefully c) the boys d) wood

186. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
She called me politely.

a) she b) me c) called d) politely

187. "They were quite right." Adverb in the following sentence is:

a) right b) quite c) they d) were



188. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
They are talking joyously.

a) talking b) joyously c) are d) they

189. Hanzla is my class fellow. _____ father is a doctor.

a) her b) our c) his d) him

190. Identify the common noun from the given sentence.  "The boys are playing football."

a) boys, football b) the c) playing d) football

191. Iqra is a good girl. _____ is loved by all.

a) He b) They c) I d) She

192. Correct translation of "� ااِد�ُاد�ُاڑ ر��" is:

a) The crow has flew here and
there.

b) The crow was flying here and
there.

c) Did crow flew here and
there.

d) The crow flies here and
there.

193. Identify the collective noun from the given sentence.  "Our team won the match."

a) team b) our c) match d) won

194. He was _____ able _____ noble.

a) not only, that b) not only, but also c) either, or d) both, but

195. The bundle was ____ strong ____ it could not be broken.

a) as, so b) so, that c) Either, or d) that, so

196. That is a tall man. The adjective in this sentence is:

a) tall b) that c) is d) man

197. He is ____ rich ____ honest.

a) both, as b) as, as c) not, only d) both, and

198. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
She was crying bitterly.

a) crying b) was c) she d) bitterly

199. Our army is very brave. The adjective in this sentence is:

a) army b) very c) our d) brave

200. Identify an adverb from the given sentence.
She sings happily.

a) she b) happily c) sings d) she sings
 
II)  ۔:�� ��

�
�ں � ا� � � درج ذ� ��ُ (All questions / options - 57 / 0 ) 0 Marks

1. �ں اڑ� � �۔
2. � � �� � دى۔
3. �� �ر � ��ر � � �۔
4. �ا� � �� �۔
5. � � ا�� �� د�۔
6. � �ں � آ ر� �؟ �� �ل � �����
7. � � ا� �� �� � ا�ام �� �؟
8. �ہ � دے ر� �؟ �

�
� �� ا�

9. � �ے ا�ى � �و �۔
10. وہ ����ں ����ھ ر� � �۔
11. � ا� � �� � � ر� �۔
12. � �ا� دودھ � ر� �؟
13. � ��� � �۔ ��� � ��
14. دروازے � د� �ن دے ر� � �؟
15. � � � � �۔
16. وہ �ا �رہ رد � � � �۔
17. ا�ں � �رى �د �ں �؟
18. وہ روزا� ا�ر �� �۔
19. ���ٰ �ں د��� �؟

�
� � ��ى � ا��

20. � � دوا � �� �؟
21. �� � � � � �؟

�
� �

22. � �ں �ے �؟
23. � � � �� �� � �� � �؟
24. �م �ل ر� �۔ وہ �ا ��
25. � �؟ ا� روزا� �ں ���
26. � �� �۔ آ� ���
27. � �� ر� �ں �۔
28. � � � د��۔

�
�� � �

29. ا�د ��� �ال � � � ر� �۔
30. � � � � د�ڑ ر� �۔
31. وہ و�ہ �� � � ر� �۔
32. � �غ اذان دے � � �؟
33. � �ت � ر� �؟
34. � � آپ � � ر� �؟
35. � �دا ُا� �؟
36. �� �دوں � ���� دے � � �۔
37. وہ � � ا�ر � ر� �۔
38. ا� � � ُاڑا� �۔
39. �ض � دے ر� � �۔

�
وہ �

40. �� � � �ں۔ �� �



41. ��ے � ر� �۔
42. � � ر� � ر� �؟
43. � وہ �ك �ر � � �؟
44. ا�ں � � � �و� � � �۔
45. ����� � �۔ وہ � ��
46. � � د���� � �۔

�
�ارى � ��

47. وہ ا� �� ���� �ے �۔
48. �ا؟ ���

�
� � � اس � ��

49. �رج �وب � � �۔
50. ��م � ر� �ں �؟ � �ں ��
51. ��ں �� � �ڑ ر� �ں �۔
52. � � �ہ �ف � �۔
53. ا�ں � آپ � د�ت � دى � �۔
54. وہ ا� دو�ں � � � �۔
55. � وہ � �� �؟
56. ڈا� �� � �� � � �۔
57. �۔ � �ف � ��� �

وہ ا� دا�
 
III)  Change the Voice of these sentences: (All questions / options - 16 / 0 ) 0 Marks
1. I have taken tea.
2. They will have finished their work.
3. He will break my toys.
4. The boys were catching the birds.
5. He had helped me.
6. She will buy a new dress.
7. The Muslims recited the Holy Quran.
8. The tailor has sewed my clothes.
9. The poet composed a poem.
10. I am writing a letter.
11. She gives me a gift.
12. They sing a song.
13. You had won the first prize.
14. My parents are advising me.
15. You have stolen my watch.
16. She was tearing the pages.

 


